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sE  Electronics RF Space Full-bandwidth absorption,
isolation, and diffusion to help you gain control over your
acoustic environment.  
 																																										        		     With a larger surface area, enhancement of sEâ€™s
patented multi-layer technology, deeper air gaps, and
more efficient materials, the SPACE offers great full-
bandwidth absorption, isolation, and diffusion to help you
gain control over your acoustic environment. Larger than
our industry-standard RF Pro and entry-level RF-X, the
added size also makes the SPACE filter perfectly suited
for larger microphones.Each SPACE filter is hand-built
by our team at the sE factory - not mass-produced by an
army of machines - and made to last for years and years
of recording.Specialized mounting hardware allows the
SPACE to be easily mounted on any microphone stand
or drum hardware, with a full range of motion â€“ adjustable
and lockable horizontally, vertically, and tilted at any
angle. This makes the SPACE utterly stable and
effective in any recording environment.The SPACE also
utilizes our most advanced patented multi-layer
technologies to create a balanced, acoustically neutral
environment around your microphone. This means the
SPACE doesnâ€™t affect the sound of your favorite
microphones, which can happen with imitation â€œreflection
filtersâ€• from other brands.  In the box:    <li> 1x SPACE
Reflexion FilterÂ® <li> 1x stand assembly hardware <li>
2x sealable sand bags (for supporting your mic stand if it
starts to lean - sand not included) <li> 1x mic stand
thread adapter </li>             							  
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